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This Price Will Go Up! 

Traffic Exchange Income with Creative Entertainment  

Wealth and Greg Nichols Mentoring! 

Hello, 

Greg Nichols here. I am an Internet entrepreneur and blogger, you probably heard of one of my 

blogs, The Money Steward.  It is about responsible financial stewardship and investing. Many 

marketers are buying this $12 entertainment mentoring product, and learning how we do the 

traffic exchange strategy, right here in the back office, then inserting this product with their 

Clickbank URL into their traffic exchanges using our enticing web page and earning many sales 

daily at $12 each. (65% commission) Just the first 2 sales and you are in profit, for $15.60, (2 x 

$7.80) and then you can also benefit from this great product too. You are providing solid and 

popular information to the public about creativity and entertainment and earning commissions 

while doing so.  If you are good at traffic exchanges and have a lot of them, this may be right up 

your alley.  You may as well have a cash flow ATM circulating in your traffic exchanges paying 

you commissions that will help you buy TE points and pay marketing expenses. This gives you 

funds while you do your creative work.  

See a strategy to maximize your Creative Entertainment Wealth link with us at this website: 

Monster Strategy Link:  http://hungrynation.net/trafficexchanges.htm  (Also get a list of great traffic 

exchanges to join from us at this link)   

You can direct Clickbank to deposit your commissions weekly into your bank account by direct 

deposit. There is nothing more fun than a weekly deposit showing up at your bank.   

Traffic exchanges are only one way to market this product, you can also use solo ads, or even 

other methods.   Go create your special link for your traffic exchanges now, insert it, click or pay 

for points and sell it thousands of times for $12 with the commission paid right into your bank 

account weekly by direct deposit or, Clickbank will send you a bi-weekly check. 



I use a splash page, obtained free at Clickvoyager, a great Traffic Exchange. You can join 

Clickvoyager for free, and get your own free splash page. Use mine as your template if you 

wish. Just paste the words and insert your own Clickbank URL. Your special URL from Clickbank 

is easily inserted into this splash page.  

Join Clickvoyager at https://www.clickvoyager.com/?id=mfn  

Here is my splash page:  https://splash.clickvoyager.com?page=19305  

 

Here is a quick start solo ad for you to use, it is also the text paragraph from the splash page. 

Create Entertainment Wealth – Awaken Your Creative Side      <  Subject line 

Do You Have a Million Dollar Idea in You?   < Alternative Subject Line 

TOTALLY UNIQUE PRODUCT:  Do you have a creative mindset and do you desire to write screenplays, 

novels or cool blogs, or to be involved with the movie, entertainment, TV, Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, 

showbiz field? Do you have a story in you? This product rocks!   Did you know you can just pitch an idea 

of yours for over a million dollars or millions of dollars?  Just get more knowledge and harness your 

creativity! This is a great mentoring product to help give you a boost into creative wealth, your 

breakthrough is waiting for you.  This could be life changing, plus, this is selling like hotcakes in traffic 

exchanges.  

This product is just $12.00, one-time cost, and the price will be going up, and we show you how to 

maximize high volume sales in the back office. Sell 6, 12 or a few dozen units a day, or thousands of  

them a month and earn $7.80 per sale. In 15 minutes, you can be reselling this in traffic exchanges. Just 

buy it, follow our instructions and beef up your traffic. That is all you do! Be in profit in just hours or in a 

day or two. It's very affordable.  Turn your traffic exchanges into a commission generator, and get access 

to the Creative Entertainment Wealth Newsletter for your own creative growth and wealth potential. 

This mentoring system is a valid and valuable product that you can resell for us for 65% commissions. It 

is just $12 for you to go purchase right now! Learn about show biz and earn while you learn! 

Creative people have to eat too. Resell this product and network with other people with it.   

Your Clickbank or Splash page link here 

Your Name 

Your Email Address 
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